
Chief executive’s report

Building on the achievements of 2015, in 
2016 we focused our efforts on unlocking 
further value from our base business. We 
put in place comprehensive plans to ‘buy, 
make and sell better’ and in so doing 
generate more cash, and moved closer 
towards completing our asset 
recapitalisation programme that is already 
enhancing our efficiency and 
competitiveness. Our operational 
performance improved markedly.

Getting the best out of our assets 
Nampak’s determination to consistently improve performance 

was evident in 2016, when we recorded significant advances 

in our work to deliver against our strategic objectives. This was 

despite a challenging trading environment, which is one of five 

material issues identified in the year and discussed in further detail 

on pages 28  and 29 .

Building on the achievements of 2015, in 2016 we focused our 

efforts on unlocking further value from our base business. We put 

in place comprehensive plans to ‘buy, make and sell better’ and 

in so doing generated more cash, and moved closer towards 

completing our asset recapitalisation programme that is already 

enhancing our efficiency and competitiveness. Our operational 

performance improved markedly, with improved trading margins 

at 10.5% from 9.8%.

We reduced the complexity of our business and introduced new 

systems and processes to monitor, manage and forecast activities. 

We implemented a new information management plan, appointing 

a new chief information officer, and upgraded our supply chain 

activities, appointing a chief procurement officer and increasing data 

accuracy. This paid off with a R126 million procurement saving in 

the year, and more to come. We reduced inventories, net of 

disposals, by a total of R900 million over two years.

Safety is our number one priority and a key performance indicator 

for executive remuneration, as well as a good proxy for operational 

performance. In the year, we recorded an LTIFR of 0.48, down from 

0.89 a year earlier and better than the target for the year of 0.5. 

However, we are committed to zero harm and have set ourselves 

a target of 0.4 in 2017.
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In his report on page 36 , CFO Glenn Fullerton unpacks the many 

achievements in the finance portfolio in the year. Suffice to say 

that the fundamental restructuring of the balance sheet has been 

transformative for Nampak – we have de-risked the balance sheet, 

and returned the business to a sound financial footing, with strong 

cash flows. Having stabilised our gearing, we are looking forward 

to resuming dividend payments in the coming financial year.

In 2016, we focused on those things we could control and did our 

best to optimise our assets and processes. However, due to the 

commodity crisis hitting oil-producing countries hard, the environment 

was tough, particularly in Angola and Nigeria: liquidity issues and 

the exposure to currency volatility of restricted cash in these countries 

was a material issue for Nampak, and resulted in an overall decline 

in headline earnings.

In some parts of our business, slower GDP growth was not all bad: 

as our packaging goes into a number of staple food products, we 

benefited as consumers traded down to canned product – cheaper 

forms of protein – from fresh produce, or favoured larger beverage 

packs offering greater value. Some countries restricted imports of 

certain goods by encouraging import replacement with locally 

produced and packaged goods.

Believing in the African growth story
Despite the macro-economic headwinds in many African markets 

in 2016, we are still confident of the demographic fundamentals 

underpinning long-term packaging growth, and our strategic 

objective to accelerate growth in the Rest of Africa remains intact. 

We are, however, being circumspect as well as mindful of the need 

not to lose our first-mover advantage. We are investigating alternative 

mechanisms to allow us to achieve our objective without necessarily 

committing to significant and risky capital expenditure. 

In 2016, our trading margins in the Rest of Africa continued to be 

attractive and our volumes showed remarkable resilience. Revenue 

from these businesses contributed 31% compared with 27% in 2015. 

Trading profit for the region made up 52% of our total, from 2015’s 

48%. Consumption, urbanisation and disposable income trends in 

sub-Saharan Africa support our investment thesis. The consumption of 

packaging in this region is expected to grow by 5 – 10% per annum 

until 2021. In South Africa, the expected growth rate is 2 – 5% a 

year over the same period. 

Looking ahead
Although we made good progress on many fronts in 2016, in 

the year ahead we are not complacent: more needs to be 

done to improve our cash-generating ability, our operational 

focus and unlocking growth opportunities through greater 

agility and a deeper understanding of the needs of our 

customers. We will continue to focus on achieving an 

excellent overall manufacturing offering, leveraging our 

many important partnerships.

The changing trading environment requires us to maintain a 

keen eye on economic, political and market conditions, while 

taking a longer-term strategic view on building for the future. 

Ours is now a restructured and optimised organisation, with our 

plants by and large operating efficiently and at benchmark 

rates following a period of intense intervention to achieve 

operational excellence. 

Following the substantial investments made over the past few 

years, the bulk of our facilities now operate the latest-generation 

machinery, and we have a great opportunity to use this new 

machinery to work hard to deliver value for us and our 

stakeholders. While more work is scheduled mainly in our 

South African Plastics business, we intend to keep a close rein 

on the group’s total capital expenditure. Our forecast for 

spending in 2017 is approximately R1 billion, down from 

R1.4 billion in 2016. 

I would like to thank Nampak people everywhere for their 

commitment in 2016, and look forward to their continuing 

contribution in taking this organisation to greater heights in 

the year ahead.

André de Ruyter

Chief executive officer

Bryanston

21 November 2016
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Strategic imperative Performance in 2016 Status Focus ahead

Actively manage our 
portfolio

•• Concluded sale and leaseback transaction, raised R1.7 billion with 
R1.3 billion capital profit

•• Sold stake in Sancella
•• Closed small general line DivFood business
•• Disposed of 50% share in Crown Cork Company Mozambique

•• Further consolidation possible

Manage costs stringently

•• Concluded consultations to close Bevcan Durban
•• Achieved R126 million procurement savings
•• Reduced DivFood headcount by 180

•• Continued extraction of value and savings on total cost of ownership
•• Focus on operations excellence to drive efficiencies
•• Ensure below-inflation cash fixed cost increases

Manage working  
capital prudently

•• Released R607 million from inventory and trade receivables
•• Saved R40 million through stock reduction at Plastics
•• Reduced inventory days
•• Introduced inventory management as executive KPI
•• Introduced cash management committee

  

•• Further reductions in working capital
•• Further reduce stock days to 70 in South Africa and 90 in Rest of Africa
•• Streamline procurement processes
•• Ensure that cash is king
•• Increase working capital velocity

Improve business  
performance by buying, 
making and selling better 

•• Turned around Glass: profitable and pack-to-melt at benchmark levels
•• Launched Bevcan operations excellence project
•• Enhanced emphasis on safety, delivered LTIFR of 0.48 vs 1.2 
in 2014

•• Implemented marketing excellence initiatives
•• Reduced SKUs by 30% in DivFood and Glass
•• Reduced active customer accounts by 186, improving efficiencies

•• Drive improvements in procurement 
•• Focus on efficiencies, reduction in down time and less overtime
•• Focus on reducing complexity
•• Optimise contribution margins and continue SKU rationalisation
•• Drive sales excellence for margin expansion, be data driven
•• Emphasise systematic and integrated approach to decision making

Invest to compete

•• Completed phase 1 of DivFood recapitalisation
•• Optimised organisational structure
•• Commissioned Bevcan aluminium line at Rosslyn
•• Commissioned Bevcan Springs can ends plant expansion
•• Commissioned various new Plastics lines
•• Improved project evaluation and management

•• Replace outdated equipment and consolidate sites
•• Ensure world-class project management and execution
•• Return on capital invested at benchmark rates
•• Return on growth and restructuring capex at hurdle rate and only if 
working capital targets are met

Grow through greenfield 
investment and acquisitions  
in glass, metals and plastics

•• Was judicious with investments and managing risks
•• Maintained Glass in Ethiopia and Nigeria as credible opportunities

•• Explore feasibility of further glass opportunities
•• Bevcan growth depends on market, liquidity and exchange rate

Grow at a reasonable  
and sustainable return

•• Moderated project pipeline because of macro-economic challenges •• Raise the hurdle rate

Partner with major  
multinational customers

•• Signed up large new customer in Angola
•• Increased Bevcan Nigeria sales volumes by 27,7%

•• Continue to leverage strong relationships with multinationals
•• Extend technology partnerships to sustain market positions

Sensibly manage and  
grow our presence in  
current jurisdictions

•• Leveraged import replacement opportunities in Zimbabwe and 
Nigeria

•• Drive exports in select markets where margins are attractive

Our strategy – plans and performance

Nampak’s strategy is to get the best out of our business over the near to medium term, 
and then to grow to pursue our vision, which is to provide best-in-class packaging 
throughout our selected markets. We measure progress against our strategy through 
the key performance indicators (KPIs) of our group executive committee.

Accelerate 
growth 
in the 
Rest of 
Africa

Unlock 
further 
value 
from  
base 
business

Strategic 
objective
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Strategic imperative Performance in 2016 Status Focus ahead

Actively manage our 
portfolio

•• Concluded sale and leaseback transaction, raised R1.7 billion with 
R1.3 billion capital profit

•• Sold stake in Sancella
•• Closed small general line DivFood business
•• Disposed of 50% share in Crown Cork Company Mozambique

•• Further consolidation possible

Manage costs stringently

•• Concluded consultations to close Bevcan Durban
•• Achieved R126 million procurement savings
•• Reduced DivFood headcount by 180

•• Continued extraction of value and savings on total cost of ownership
•• Focus on operations excellence to drive efficiencies
•• Ensure below-inflation cash fixed cost increases

Manage working  
capital prudently

•• Released R607 million from inventory and trade receivables
•• Saved R40 million through stock reduction at Plastics
•• Reduced inventory days
•• Introduced inventory management as executive KPI
•• Introduced cash management committee

  

•• Further reductions in working capital
•• Further reduce stock days to 70 in South Africa and 90 in Rest of Africa
•• Streamline procurement processes
•• Ensure that cash is king
•• Increase working capital velocity

Improve business  
performance by buying, 
making and selling better 

•• Turned around Glass: profitable and pack-to-melt at benchmark levels
•• Launched Bevcan operations excellence project
•• Enhanced emphasis on safety, delivered LTIFR of 0.48 vs 1.2 
in 2014

•• Implemented marketing excellence initiatives
•• Reduced SKUs by 30% in DivFood and Glass
•• Reduced active customer accounts by 186, improving efficiencies

•• Drive improvements in procurement 
•• Focus on efficiencies, reduction in down time and less overtime
•• Focus on reducing complexity
•• Optimise contribution margins and continue SKU rationalisation
•• Drive sales excellence for margin expansion, be data driven
•• Emphasise systematic and integrated approach to decision making

Invest to compete

•• Completed phase 1 of DivFood recapitalisation
•• Optimised organisational structure
•• Commissioned Bevcan aluminium line at Rosslyn
•• Commissioned Bevcan Springs can ends plant expansion
•• Commissioned various new Plastics lines
•• Improved project evaluation and management

•• Replace outdated equipment and consolidate sites
•• Ensure world-class project management and execution
•• Return on capital invested at benchmark rates
•• Return on growth and restructuring capex at hurdle rate and only if 
working capital targets are met

Grow through greenfield 
investment and acquisitions  
in glass, metals and plastics

•• Was judicious with investments and managing risks
•• Maintained Glass in Ethiopia and Nigeria as credible opportunities

•• Explore feasibility of further glass opportunities
•• Bevcan growth depends on market, liquidity and exchange rate

Grow at a reasonable  
and sustainable return

•• Moderated project pipeline because of macro-economic challenges •• Raise the hurdle rate

Partner with major  
multinational customers

•• Signed up large new customer in Angola
•• Increased Bevcan Nigeria sales volumes by 27,7%

•• Continue to leverage strong relationships with multinationals
•• Extend technology partnerships to sustain market positions

Sensibly manage and  
grow our presence in  
current jurisdictions

•• Leveraged import replacement opportunities in Zimbabwe and 
Nigeria

•• Drive exports in select markets where margins are attractive

Key:  Good progress  Some progress, more to come  Disappointing 

KPIs 2016

Among the most 
important in 2016 were:

•• Improve safety 
performance

•• Integrity and ethics 
management

•• Deleverage 
balance sheet

•• Liquidity management

•• Inventory management

•• DivFood plan 
implementation

•• Bevcan spoilage 
reduction, project 
execution

•• Benchmark Glass 
pack-to-melt ratios

•• Plastics operational 
excellence achievements

•• Project execution

•• Operational excellence

•• Project pipeline in place 
in Rest of Africa

Link to remuneration

Performance against KPIs 
determines a component of 
executives’ annual STI
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Nampak R&D – central to our strategic delivery

In October 2016 Nampak Research & Development celebrated 70 years of scientific 
and technical expertise in the development, production and use of world-class 
packaging. This benefits, promotes and adds value to our divisions and our customers, 
supporting the delivery of our service offering and the management of our material issues.

While Nampak R&D’s responsibilities are many and varied, in particular the work that we do to reduce the weight of our products contributes 
significantly to national efforts to reduce the amount of post-consumer packaging waste. By making our products lighter, we reduce our 
consumption of raw materials; we require less energy to transport our finished products; and we reduce the volume of post-consumer packaging 
waste. This is done without affecting the integrity of our products or the requirement that they be fit for purpose. Together with our support and 
facilitation of the recycling, reuse and recovery of packaging, we minimise our environmental impacts while providing world-class products that 
protect food and beverages, and ultimately benefit our customers’ sales. 

In Metals, our aluminium beverage cans weigh 60% less than tinplate cans and are 100% 

recyclable. Lines that produce aluminium cans consume 17% less energy per can than 

those that produce tinplate cans. As the end product is lighter, these lines also reduce 

transport costs. Our lighter two-piece food can, which is made from 0.29mm tinplate 

versus 0.31 mm used previously, is now available throughout South Africa. We 

continuously evaluate opportunities to use lighter materials and innovative designs to ensure 

that we constantly improve our packaging. Some 70% of all metal packaging in South 

Africa is collected for recycling – comparing very favourably with rates in the rest of 

the world.

In Plastics, in the year we embarked on a project to reduce the weight of our crates, as 

well as that of some of our plastic closures. We reduced the weight of our 1ℓ PET milk 

bottle from 47g to 35.5g, while increasing its recycled PET content from 30% to 50%, as 

well as reducing the weight of the 2ℓ HDPE milk bottle from 43g to 38g. We continue to 

work on other light-weighting projects for bottles and crates. Our Infini milk bottles in the 

UK offer an average 16% weight saving across the range, with specific bottle sizes 

achieving weight reductions of up to 25%. They contain at least 20% recycled HDPE, 

which is forecast to grow to 50% by 2020. About 46% of all plastic packaging in South 

Africa is collected for recycling.

In Glass, in 2016 waste glass or cullet made up 47% of the content of our bottles. By 

using cullet in our furnaces, we saved 196 terajoules of energy during the year, with the 

benefit of fewer CO2 emissions. We started commissioning new cullet-sorting technology 

that will enable cullet to be colour sorted to a much finer level, facilitating an increase in 

the usage of mixed cullet that we procure from glass recyclers. Four-fifths of all beer sold in 

South Africa is sold in returnable glass bottles, and some 41% of all glass packaging in 

South Africa is collected for recycling.
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Material issues affecting our strategy

Material issues are those with the potential to significantly affect our ability to deliver 
on our strategy, create value and sustain the group in the short, medium and long term. 
The most noticeable impact of these issues in the short term is on the group’s share price, 
which lost 25% of its value in 2016.

Identifying material issues
In 2016, we identified five material issues:

Managing material issues

We identify 
them by 
reviewing:
•• Information at 
divisional board 
and group 
executive 
committee 
meetings

•• Industry 
developments and 
the group’s risks 
and opportunities

•• Economic 
research 

•• Stakeholder 
engagements

•• Applicable 
policies and 
regulations

•• Relevant media 
coverage

•• Input from key 
management

We prioritise 
them by 
assessing:
•• Potential impact

•• Our risk and 
reward metrics

We respond 
to them by:

•• Evaluating the 
effect on our risk 
tolerance and risk 
appetite

•• Putting in place 
management 
actions to mitigate 
against negative 
outcomes

•• Considering the 
trade-offs between 
the capitals

We report 
on them: 

•• At regular board 
and sub-committee 
meetings

•• To shareholders in 
formal reporting 
sessions

•• To employees and 
unions through 
structured 
channels

•• Through industry 
bodies

We monitor 
them:

•• Against internal 
and published 
performance 
targets

•• Against competitor 
activities

•• In consultation 
with our suppliers 
and customers

Challenging 
macro-economic 

environment in key 
markets

Liquidity restrictions 
and the exposure of 

restricted cash to 
currency volatility

Our operational 
and financial 
performance

People – safety, 
skills and 

transformation

Uncertain 
regulatory and 

policy environment

Material issues affecting our strategy
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Material issues affecting our strategy continued

Material issue Implications for value Our strategic response in 2016

Challenging macro-economic 
environment in key markets

In our key markets the economies were weak and currencies were volatile. Lower 
commodity prices dampened macro-economic demand and led, in some cases, to a 
national shortage of foreign currency albeit trading in Nigeria remained strong. Government 
revenue came under pressure, with an impact on consumers, who cut spending. In South 
Africa, manufacturing conditions and investment sentiment were poor, further depressed by 
the possibility of a sovereign credit downgrade in December 2016. Consolidation of both 
the competitive and customer landscape continued.

•• Decline in demand for packaging products
•• Upward pressure on inventory levels as customers drew down 
less than forecast

•• Downward pressure on revenue, margins and earnings
•• Dollar-denominated debt’s exposure to rand/dollar exchange 
rate volatility

•• Hampered potential for organic growth as well as 
opportunities for new investments

•• Any downgrade in South Africa’s sovereign rating could 
increase our cost of funding

•• Restructured the balance sheet to reduce impact of any sovereign 
downgrade

•• Worked to improve operational and business performance by
•– Buying better – cut procurement costs by R126 million
•– Making better – implemented operations excellence, made 
management changes, reduced headcount 

•– Selling better – rationalised product offering, reduced complexity
•• Improved forecasting, planning, procurement and information 
management

Liquidity restrictions and exposure of 
restricted cash to currency volatility

The sharp fall in oil prices from above US$110 a barrel in mid-2014 to below US$30 in 
early 2016 hit oil exporters Angola and Nigeria hard. It led to lower export earnings, a 
steep decline in their currencies and shortages of foreign currency. In line with IFRS, the 
functional currency for Bevcan in Angola and Nigeria is the US dollar, and that for our 
paper and metals businesses in Nigeria is the naira. In our accounts, when translating from 
functional currency to our reporting currency, all movements in monetary items are processed 
through our profit and loss statement. This resulted in a foreign exchange loss of 
R681 million against a loss of R161 million in the prior year.

•• Limited our ability to settle debt with internal creditors (Isle of 
Man treasury) 

•• Reduced cash balances at group level due to weaker naira 
and kwanza while cash balances in Nigeria and Angola rose 
to R2.0 billion from R700 million

•• Abnormal foreign currency translation losses of R681 million 
and significantly reduced group profitability 

•• Increased engagement with local regulators, central banks and credit 
providers

•• Leveraged position as major manufacturer in Angola and good 
relations with authorities to extract restricted cash 

•• Hedged US$45 million in Angola via US dollar-indexed kwanza 
bonds

•• Secured US$27 million in dollar deliverable forwards in Nigeria
•• Restructured our debt both locally and in Rest of Africa
•• Continued to link Bevcan Nigeria product pricing to US dollar
•• 50% of cash in Nigeria and Angola hedged
•• Cash extraction in Nigeria and Angola improved from 59% to 77%

Our operational and financial 
performance

The levels of spoilage at Bevcan Springs plant improved but remained above target. At the 
Bevcan Rosslyn facility, a second aluminium line was commissioned and ramped-up, in line 
with expectations. We restored Glass to profitability. Operationally, Bevcan Angola and 
Nigeria performed very well. Plastics put in place the foundations required for enhanced 
performance. We restructured our balance sheet, which was stressed by years of high 
capital expenditure and a generous dividend policy. We readjusted to the financial 
implications of recent divestitures. We devoted considerable attention to addressing our 
post-retirement medical aid liability, which had grown significantly. Net gearing was 
reduced from 72% to 49%.

•• Improved prospects for efficiencies, profitability, longer-term 
returns to investors

•• Vulnerability to weaker rand – for every R1 easing in the 
rand/dollar in 2016, our US dollar debt increased by 
R389 million

•• Pressure on ability to meet loan covenants
•• Post-retirement medical aid liability of R1.5 billion prior to 
an alternative annuity offer to pensioners

•• Successfully implemented numerous interventions to improve 
operational efficiencies 

•• Restructured the balance sheet: 
•– Entered property sale and leaseback deal, raising R1.7 billion and 
reducing liabilities accordingly

•– Released R607 million from inventories and trade receivables
•– Limited capital expenditure to R1.4 billion 
•– Suspended 2016 dividend, reduced net gearing from 72% to 49% 
which is within the 40% to 60% target range

•– Offered pensioners alternatives to post-retirement medical aid, 
reducing liability by R393 million to R1.1 billion 

•– Renegotiated loan covenants; applied transformative cash 
management system 

•– Cash extraction increased from 59% to 77%

People – safety, skills and transformation

Ensuring the safety of our people and that of our contractors is critical. Tragically in the year, 
an electrical contractor died in a high-voltage incident and two people were killed when a 
contractor driving a Nampak truck lost control of his vehicle. Our overall safety performance 
improved. 

Nampak continued to face a shortage of skills. The fall in Nampak’s share price had 
implications for our ability to retain key talent. In South Africa, the meaningful transformation 
of society from one characterised by huge inequality remained vital.

•• Unsafe operations harm people, the environment, quality and 
our reputation

•• Insufficient skills may impact our ability to meet customer 
requirements

•• Inadequate skills could harm operational effectiveness and 
ability to deliver on strategy

•• Potential to affect revenue, profitability, investor returns and tax 
payable to authorities

•• A transformed society in the workplace, with greater equality, 
is a more sustainable one

•• Introduced group-wide behaviour-based safety initiative
•• Firmed up succession plans for all managerial positions
•• Injected new, diverse talent as opportunities arose
•• Provided executive coaching to facilitate people development
•• Delivered management training aligned with recognised qualifications
•• Offered specific technical training; committed to inclusive growth

Uncertain regulatory and policy 
environment

A significant regulatory burden is being placed on South African manufacturing, and 
packaging in particular. New broad-based black economic empowerment (B-BBEE) codes 
recently came into force. The increased regulatory burden includes implications of the 
National Pricing Strategy for Waste Management Charges; the requirement of the 
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) to prepare and submit for government approval 
waste management plans; the planned tax on carbon emissions and the proposed tax on 
sugar-sweetened beverages.

•• Our contributor status under the new B-BBEE codes will decline 
•• Waste management levies will place local manufacturing at a 
structural disadvantage 

•• Additional fees could change the industry’s recycling of 
post-consumer packaging

•• Failure to remain compliant could lead to penalties and harm 
our licence to operate

•• Profitability will be pressured, impacting returns to investors

•• Drove multi-pronged B-BBEE approach, with clear development and 
succession plans

•• Maintained our significant contributions to recycling 
•• Sustained our efforts on greater light-weighting of products
•• Engaged constructively with policy makers on proposed regulatory 
changes

•• Focused on unlocking further value from base businesses to build 
resilience to withstand requirements of greater regulatory burden
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Material issue Implications for value Our strategic response in 2016

Challenging macro-economic 
environment in key markets

In our key markets the economies were weak and currencies were volatile. Lower 
commodity prices dampened macro-economic demand and led, in some cases, to a 
national shortage of foreign currency albeit trading in Nigeria remained strong. Government 
revenue came under pressure, with an impact on consumers, who cut spending. In South 
Africa, manufacturing conditions and investment sentiment were poor, further depressed by 
the possibility of a sovereign credit downgrade in December 2016. Consolidation of both 
the competitive and customer landscape continued.

•• Decline in demand for packaging products
•• Upward pressure on inventory levels as customers drew down 
less than forecast

•• Downward pressure on revenue, margins and earnings
•• Dollar-denominated debt’s exposure to rand/dollar exchange 
rate volatility

•• Hampered potential for organic growth as well as 
opportunities for new investments

•• Any downgrade in South Africa’s sovereign rating could 
increase our cost of funding

•• Restructured the balance sheet to reduce impact of any sovereign 
downgrade

•• Worked to improve operational and business performance by
•– Buying better – cut procurement costs by R126 million
•– Making better – implemented operations excellence, made 
management changes, reduced headcount 

•– Selling better – rationalised product offering, reduced complexity
•• Improved forecasting, planning, procurement and information 
management

Liquidity restrictions and exposure of 
restricted cash to currency volatility

The sharp fall in oil prices from above US$110 a barrel in mid-2014 to below US$30 in 
early 2016 hit oil exporters Angola and Nigeria hard. It led to lower export earnings, a 
steep decline in their currencies and shortages of foreign currency. In line with IFRS, the 
functional currency for Bevcan in Angola and Nigeria is the US dollar, and that for our 
paper and metals businesses in Nigeria is the naira. In our accounts, when translating from 
functional currency to our reporting currency, all movements in monetary items are processed 
through our profit and loss statement. This resulted in a foreign exchange loss of 
R681 million against a loss of R161 million in the prior year.

•• Limited our ability to settle debt with internal creditors (Isle of 
Man treasury) 

•• Reduced cash balances at group level due to weaker naira 
and kwanza while cash balances in Nigeria and Angola rose 
to R2.0 billion from R700 million

•• Abnormal foreign currency translation losses of R681 million 
and significantly reduced group profitability 

•• Increased engagement with local regulators, central banks and credit 
providers

•• Leveraged position as major manufacturer in Angola and good 
relations with authorities to extract restricted cash 

•• Hedged US$45 million in Angola via US dollar-indexed kwanza 
bonds

•• Secured US$27 million in dollar deliverable forwards in Nigeria
•• Restructured our debt both locally and in Rest of Africa
•• Continued to link Bevcan Nigeria product pricing to US dollar
•• 50% of cash in Nigeria and Angola hedged
•• Cash extraction in Nigeria and Angola improved from 59% to 77%

Our operational and financial 
performance

The levels of spoilage at Bevcan Springs plant improved but remained above target. At the 
Bevcan Rosslyn facility, a second aluminium line was commissioned and ramped-up, in line 
with expectations. We restored Glass to profitability. Operationally, Bevcan Angola and 
Nigeria performed very well. Plastics put in place the foundations required for enhanced 
performance. We restructured our balance sheet, which was stressed by years of high 
capital expenditure and a generous dividend policy. We readjusted to the financial 
implications of recent divestitures. We devoted considerable attention to addressing our 
post-retirement medical aid liability, which had grown significantly. Net gearing was 
reduced from 72% to 49%.

•• Improved prospects for efficiencies, profitability, longer-term 
returns to investors

•• Vulnerability to weaker rand – for every R1 easing in the 
rand/dollar in 2016, our US dollar debt increased by 
R389 million

•• Pressure on ability to meet loan covenants
•• Post-retirement medical aid liability of R1.5 billion prior to 
an alternative annuity offer to pensioners

•• Successfully implemented numerous interventions to improve 
operational efficiencies 

•• Restructured the balance sheet: 
•– Entered property sale and leaseback deal, raising R1.7 billion and 
reducing liabilities accordingly

•– Released R607 million from inventories and trade receivables
•– Limited capital expenditure to R1.4 billion 
•– Suspended 2016 dividend, reduced net gearing from 72% to 49% 
which is within the 40% to 60% target range

•– Offered pensioners alternatives to post-retirement medical aid, 
reducing liability by R393 million to R1.1 billion 

•– Renegotiated loan covenants; applied transformative cash 
management system 

•– Cash extraction increased from 59% to 77%

People – safety, skills and transformation

Ensuring the safety of our people and that of our contractors is critical. Tragically in the year, 
an electrical contractor died in a high-voltage incident and two people were killed when a 
contractor driving a Nampak truck lost control of his vehicle. Our overall safety performance 
improved. 

Nampak continued to face a shortage of skills. The fall in Nampak’s share price had 
implications for our ability to retain key talent. In South Africa, the meaningful transformation 
of society from one characterised by huge inequality remained vital.

•• Unsafe operations harm people, the environment, quality and 
our reputation

•• Insufficient skills may impact our ability to meet customer 
requirements

•• Inadequate skills could harm operational effectiveness and 
ability to deliver on strategy

•• Potential to affect revenue, profitability, investor returns and tax 
payable to authorities

•• A transformed society in the workplace, with greater equality, 
is a more sustainable one

•• Introduced group-wide behaviour-based safety initiative
•• Firmed up succession plans for all managerial positions
•• Injected new, diverse talent as opportunities arose
•• Provided executive coaching to facilitate people development
•• Delivered management training aligned with recognised qualifications
•• Offered specific technical training; committed to inclusive growth

Uncertain regulatory and policy 
environment

A significant regulatory burden is being placed on South African manufacturing, and 
packaging in particular. New broad-based black economic empowerment (B-BBEE) codes 
recently came into force. The increased regulatory burden includes implications of the 
National Pricing Strategy for Waste Management Charges; the requirement of the 
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) to prepare and submit for government approval 
waste management plans; the planned tax on carbon emissions and the proposed tax on 
sugar-sweetened beverages.

•• Our contributor status under the new B-BBEE codes will decline 
•• Waste management levies will place local manufacturing at a 
structural disadvantage 

•• Additional fees could change the industry’s recycling of 
post-consumer packaging

•• Failure to remain compliant could lead to penalties and harm 
our licence to operate

•• Profitability will be pressured, impacting returns to investors

•• Drove multi-pronged B-BBEE approach, with clear development and 
succession plans

•• Maintained our significant contributions to recycling 
•• Sustained our efforts on greater light-weighting of products
•• Engaged constructively with policy makers on proposed regulatory 
changes

•• Focused on unlocking further value from base businesses to build 
resilience to withstand requirements of greater regulatory burden
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Transformation
Transformation is a strategic imperative of the company and 
receives ongoing attention. The social, ethics and transformation 
committee monitors the company’s performance against its Broad-
Based Black Economic Empowerment targets in each category on 
the scorecard and is pleased with the steady improvement and 
overall target achievement. The Empowerdex audit of our 
B-BBEE score was not finalised by year-end and thus the Level 3 
contributor status achieved during 2015 reflects the latest position. 
It is anticipated that this status level will drop as a direct result of 
the introduction of the new codes. We continue to develop and 
implement strategies to improve this position.

We are pleased to report that Nampak received the prestigious 
Black Management Forum’s ‘’Most Progressive Company of the 
Year’’ award for ‘’promoting and championing black leadership 
development’’.

The lock-in period of The Nampak Black Management Trust 
(the Trust”) which was established in October 2005 as part of 
Nampak’s B-BBEE transaction expired on 31 December 2015. 
Nampak originally provided a founding grant to the Trust which 
purchased 27 369 195 Nampak shares at a price of R15.13 per 
share. The shares were allocated to 679 black managers in the 
employ of Nampak (the beneficiaries) and the Trust required these 
shares to be released to the beneficiaries on expiry of the 10-year 
lock-in period at 31 December 2015. On expiry of the lock-in 
period, the Trust was required to sell sufficient shares to pay 
Nampak an amount equal to the founding grant plus a notional 
return equal to 85% of the prime overdraft rate, less any dividends 
received by the Trust on the shares that it owned (the hurdle rate).

At 31 December 2015, 189 beneficiaries were still in the employ 
of Nampak, while 490 of the beneficiaries had left Nampak.

The share price at 31 December 2015 was above the hurdle rate, 
and all the beneficiaries who were no longer active employees of 
Nampak either sold all their shares or sold sufficient shares to pay 
the income tax that was due with the balance of the shares 
transferred into their own names. 

Active employees were provided the same options as the 
beneficiaries who left Nampak but were also provided with an 
additional option that allowed them to extend their participation 
in the Trust to 15 February 2017. At that point, if the share price 
is below the hurdle rate at that date, their participation will be 
automatically extended to 31 December 2017. The decision to 
provide extended participation to active employees was premised 
on the basis that, as managers still in the employ of Nampak, they 
could be able to contribute significantly to Nampak’s performance 
and profitability during the period of the extension, thereby helping 
to improve the Nampak share price and potentially their own 
personal reward. Fifty-eight managers elected to extend their 
participation in the Trust. As at 30 September 2016, the hurdle 
rate was higher than the share price.

Corporate social investment
Nampak’s corporate social investment approach has been in 
place for a number of years and we are pleased with the long-term 
relationships that have been formed with the seven carefully 
selected schools that we sponsor in areas near our operations. 
During the year, three of our bursars joined the Nampak graduate 
development programme. We are pleased to advise that for the 
third time in five years, Nampak achieved second place in the 
South African Top Graduate Employers of 2016 in the 
manufacturing category. 

Enterprise development
We continue to seek opportunities to sustainably increase our 
participation in enterprise development activities. We continued our 
support for several enterprise development initiatives during 2016, 
including TinPac packaging, Last Drop Juice and Vukani MaNtuli. 
The disposal of the Nampak Sacks division was also concluded 
within the principles of supplier and enterprise development. 

Integrity and ethics
The committee considered and is satisfied with the progress in 
monitoring the company’s compliance with the company’s code 
of conduct and business ethics and the United Nations Global 
Compact’s 10 principles on human rights, labour, the environment 
and anti-corruption. The committee is pleased to report that there 
were no reportable offences during the year. 

A code of conduct and business ethics is enforced throughout the 
group. All directors and employees, irrespective of the country in 
which they are employed, are obligated under the same code to 
act with honesty and integrity and to maintain the highest ethical 
standards. The committee ensures that the code is enforced and 
by monitoring disciplinary action and sanctions can report that 
appropriate action has been taken.

Nampak operates ‘Tip-Offs Anonymous’, a hotline which allows 
callers to report confidentially on any violations of Nampak’s policies 
and procedures. All disclosures received, resultant investigations and 
the outcome thereof are communicated and reported to the social, 
ethics and transformation committee as well as the audit committee. 
A total of 24 (22 in 2015) reports were received during the year 
under review, which resulted in six (six in 2015) disciplinary hearings 
and one (six in 2015) dismissal. 

In addition to Tip-Offs Anonymous reports, 33 (57 in 2015) forensic 
reviews were conducted during the year. The reviews resulted in 12 
(18 in 2015) disciplinary hearings, which led to three (12 in 2015) 
dismissals. The remaining reviews did not reveal substantiated 
evidence of misconduct or irregularities.

No human rights violations were reported during the year, nor were 
any material incidents of corruption detected or reported.

Health and safety
The committee recognises the importance of health and safety in the 
workplace and monitors performance against safety targets. We are 
pleased with the overall improvements in safety performance at our 
manufacturing operations and continue to support the linkage of 
safety performance to individual incentive bonus payments. 
OSHAS 18000 certification or equivalent is held at 16 sites.

Customer relationships
The committee reviewed performance against consumer legislation 
and regulations and noted that there were no material breaches. 
We were pleased to note that 38 out of 51 manufacturing sites held 
ISO 9001 certification. In addition, the manufacturing operations 
receive certification for various food safety standards with 32 out 
of 51 operations holding the standards required by their customers. 
Our smaller operations are subject to peer audits on a regular basis 
where it is not appropriate to implement and audit the full standard 
requirements.

For the full report of the social, ethics and transformation committee, 
see .

Social, ethics and transformation activities

Through our focused social, ethics and transformation activities we are able to address 
many of our material issues.
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Our material risks and opportunities

We determine Nampak’s most material risks through our risk management process 
(details of which appear in the group’s corporate governance report on the website. ) 
We consider each risk’s potential impact on the achievement of the group’s strategy, as 
well as the probability of each arising. The risk rating position on the heat map reflects 
the residual risk position after considering the effectiveness of the mitigation strategies. 
We have ranked these risks in order of their magnitude, although we recognise that these 
positions may change during the year. We have provided a forward looking view of the 
risks and opportunities that we believe may impact future performance.

Nampak’s – Top 8 risks

1

Our financial results 
were severely 
impacted by our 
dependency on 
foreign exchange 
liquidity and 
currency fluctuations

Despite having little 
management control, we 
performed well during the 
year. We protected group 
liquidity and significantly 
deleveraged the balance sheet 
and restructured debt profiles

2

The tough 
macro-economic 
environment and 
political conditions 
impacted demand in 
our key markets

We remain firm in our view 
of the long-term fundamentals 
for investing in Africa and 
that our alignment with major 
multinationals in these regions 
will create the anticipated 
value over the medium term 

3

Uncertain and 
demanding 
regulatory and 
policy framework 
changes in South 
Africa continue to 
hamper operations 
in the manufacturing 
sector 

We are hopeful constructive 
engagement between 
government and industry 
will bring about sensible 
solutions that align regulatory 
requirements with growth 
progression and job creation

4

The divisions 
have improved 
their financial 
and operational 
performance even 
though demand 
across most 
products was weak. 
Glass returned to 
profitability and 
spoilage at our 
Bevcan Springs 
operation reduced

Improved safety and 
operational excellence 
performance and general 
modernisation of our 
equipment resulted in an 
overall improvement in our 
operational performance 
across all substrates. We have 
the capabilities and capacity 
to meet and benefit from any 
increase in demand

How we performed against our top four risks:

Maximum
Probability

Minimum
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Minimum Maximum
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 1

 2

 3
 4

 5

 6  7
 8

1   Dependency on foreign exchange liquidity and 
currency movements

  Tough macro-economic and political conditions in 
our key markets

 Uncertain regulatory and policy environment

 Financial underperformance at operations

 Uncontrollable increases to defined benefit liabilities

 Inadequate people, culture and diversity development

 Customer retention

 Dependency on limited suppliers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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1 Dependency on foreign exchange liquidity and currency movements

Mitigation strategies:

•• Foreign exchange US dollar hedge strategies applied in Nigeria and Angola, with active cash extraction and hedged 
structures in place particularly in Angola 

•• Foreign currency capital expenditure tightly controlled and hedged
•• African financing facilities restructured in line with expected recovery in the oil price
•• Sale and leaseback of South African properties released R1.7 billion in cash
•• Balance sheet deleveraged and group’s covenant positions strengthened
•• Reduced gearing has resulted in lower interest rates
•• Strong focus on inventory management released cash and continues to form a component of the group’s incentive bonus 
targets for 2017

Looking forward:

•• Dollar availability in country in the medium term impacts negatively on local performance from Nigeria, Angola and 
possibly Zimbabwe

•• Currency volatility continues to have bearing on financial results

Opportunities for value:

•• Oil prices are expected to stabilise in the medium term which may steady liquidity and currency movements
•• Strengthened balance sheet is able to withstand further volatility

2 Tough macro-economic and political conditions in our key markets

Mitigation strategies:

•• Long-term fundamentals for investment in African markets remained intact
•• Leveraged existing customer relationships
•• Our market positions remained strong with more than 60% of our customer base consisting of large multinationals with 
strong brands with very strong credit ratings

•• Robust project pipeline established to capture further growth

Looking forward:

•• Slow consumer demand and high inflation restrict customer demand
•• Increase in inventory levels as a result of continued reduced demand
•• Volatile rand exchange rate given political uncertainty
•• Potential downgrade of South Africa’s sovereign credit rating
•• Persistently low oil price

Opportunities for value:

•• We are well positioned to take advantage of any organic growth
•• A moderate recovery in business confidence, which is at its lowest in 30 years, would increase customers’ willingness 
to spend

Our material risks and opportunities continued
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3 Uncertain regulatory and policy environment

Mitigation strategies:

•• Continued engagement with South Africa’s DEA, dti and Treasury on all aspects of proposed legislation both directly or 
in conjunction with industry bodies

•• Glass and plastics converters already participate in well established industry producer responsibility organisations (PRO) 
which will be a requirement under the proposed legislation. Voluntary industry levy collections are used to support 
recycling initiatives. While metals have been actively involved in recycling initiatives, a formal PRO is not in place, 
however, it will be established within appropriate timeframes  

•• Recycling rates of post-consumer packaging waste in South Africa are steadily improving across all substrates (refer to 
pages 59  to 67  for statistics)

•• Sustained our efforts at light-weighting products

Looking forward:

•• Promulgated legislation which is not aligned with current industry initiatives, specifically post-consumer waste management, 
carbon tax and sugar tax

•• Complex regulatory environment making it difficult to comply with all legislation at all times

Opportunities for value:

•• Active participation in industry forums which decreases the severity of proposed regulation and provides a balance with 
economic growth requirements

4 Financial underperformance at operations

Mitigation strategies:

•• Glass turned around and profitable with pack-to-melt ratios at benchmark levels
•• Continued focus on reduction in SKUs
•• Increased focus on forecasting resulted in improved planning
•• Introduced group-wide behaviour-based safety initiative 
•• Operations excellence initiatives and programmes created improvements in efficiencies and costs in all divisions
•• Spoilage reduced at Bevcan’s Springs operation 

Looking forward:

•• Opportunities for attracting new customers in support of the turnaround strategy for Plastics UK operation

Opportunities for value:

•• Modernised operational base at favourable exchange rates provides barriers to entry of competitors
•• We are well positioned to increase market share and operating margins generally
•• Diversification from milk products to include juice and other products improve operational leverage in the United Kingdom
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5 Uncontrollable increases to defined benefit liabilities 

Mitigation strategies:

•• Good progress made on settlement of the post-retirement medical aid liability accorded to South African pensioners 
younger than 75 years. At 30 September 2016, 475 pensioners had selected an annuity benefit in lieu of future subsidies 
by the company. At the closing date of the offer on 15 October 2016, 947 of 1 285 pensioners had responded with 
73% of these pensioners opting for the alternative annuity offer. We will continue to trace the remaining pensioners so that 
they are given the same opportunity

•• The defined benefit liability reduced significantly by year-end
•• Cash value of acceptances at year-end of R406 million
•• Further uptake in South African PRMA annuity offer
•• Commenced investigation of de-risking opportunities with the trustees of the Nampak Staff Pension Plan in the United 
Kingdom 

Looking forward:

•• Ability to realise de-risking approaches in the UK pension plan

Opportunities for value:

•• The relationships between gilt yields and inflation in the United Kingdom may improve as Brexit concerns reduce, thereby 
significantly reducing the funding requirement for the pension plan

•• Stronger balance sheet and income statement to support future growth opportunities 

6 Inadequate people, culture and diversity development 

Mitigation strategies:

•• Implemented a process of defining divisional staff establishments
•• Quarterly group talent management reviews introduced which exposed critical skills gaps
•• Compulsory employee performance management for managers linked to remuneration
•• Continued training and development initiatives at all levels
•• Invaluable partnerships with global manufacturers including technical support
•• Strong and continued focus on the attraction, retention and training and development of black managers in South Africa, 
including increased female representation

Looking forward:

•• Skills shortages in areas where we operate
•• Education structures in South Africa fail to deliver requisite technical skills
•• Potential negative rating as a result of application of the new B-BBEE codes

Opportunities for value:

•• Employee productivity improvements
•• Established internal technical training facilities able to accommodate an increased number of apprenticeships and 
learnerships

Our material risks and opportunities continued
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7 Customer retention 

Mitigation strategies:

•• Value-added benefits provided by Nampak’s R&D facilities:
i. Product innovation
ii. Testing of packaging performance
iii. Evaluation of packaging light-weighting opportunities
iv. Microbiological assessments in respect of food and beverage safety

•• Established long-term relationships supported by long-term contracts
•• Maintained and progressed appropriate quality, health and safety, and food and beverage standards to meet customer 
audit requirements

Looking forward:

•• Customer consolidation increases pressure on margins and volumes and requires strong adherence to contractual terms 
to avoid renegotiation

•• Continued pressure on quality and service
•• New converters targeting our market share

Opportunities for value:

•• Capability and capacity from recent capital expenditure enables growth with existing customers and attraction of 
new customers

•• Capital expenditure approved to modernise R&D equipment in 2017

8 Dependency on limited suppliers 

Mitigation strategies:

•• Commenced journey to improve procurement maturity in the group
•• Negotiated supply agreements with service providers
•• Established and tested alternative supply arrangements
•• Continued review of opportunities to reduce energy and water usage in our operations 

Looking forward:

•• Possible extended drought and resultant water shortages
•• Pressure on energy supply when economic conditions improve
•• Increases in costs above inflation for energy and water which are difficult to pass on to customers

Opportunities for value:

•• Targeting further savings from procurement initiatives
•• Ensure compliance with and optimisation of supplier payment terms
•• Alignment of inventory holdings with supplier delivery and payment terms
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